Kotkaghtoo—village of Kohklux where the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey party observed Total Solar Eclipse of August, 1889.

Chilkaht River, Alaska.

This map was drawn by Kohklux in 1889 at his village. It is the first time he ever used a pencil. He and his wife drew it after two or three days labor and then I put in the names, and afterwards verified them, especially as they came to me to settle some questions of names as doubt had arisen in one of their minds.

Kohklux, as a young man, accompanied his father on a journey to Fort Selkirk, and his father burnt that fort. Subsequently he went there in 30 days by boat, &c, and came back over the snow as indicated by the ————track. He also went over to Alseya Bay, or Bay of 6 Rivers, on the Coast. The drawing commences at the Davidson Glacier at the Head of Chatham Strait and goes to Fort Selkirk as you see by the house.

The Chilkaht rises in a great glacier 5 days travel from Kotkaghtoo, and the headwaters of the branch of the Yukon rise in the same glacier and flow Northward. It took one day to cross the glacier. The figures indicate the days journey on any special part of the long journey.

It will be seen that he gives the crestline of the mountains as seen on his journey.

(Signed) Geo. Davidson.

October 5, 1883.
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